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Due to miscommunication during editorial processing of this paper, errors were introduced that led to the text indicating that Otefin is
a lamin. Otefin is in fact a LEM domain lamin-binding protein, not a lamin.Developmental Cell sincerely apologizes for the error and for
any confusion it has caused.
There are five affected sentences in the paper:
In the abstract and in the first sentence of the last paragraph of the Introduction, the phrase ‘‘.which encodes a nuclear lamin.’’
should have read ‘‘.which encodes a nuclear lamin-binding protein.’’
In the last sentence of the Introduction, ‘‘.the nuclear lamin Ote.’’ should have read ‘‘.the nuclear lamin-binding protein Ote.’’
In the third sentence of the Discussion, ‘‘.Otefin (Ote), a nuclear lamin.’’ should have read ‘‘.Otefin (Ote), a nuclear lamin-binding
protein.’’
And in the last sentence of the Discussion, ‘‘.for the nuclear lamin Otefin’’ should have read ‘‘.for the nuclear lamin-binding protein
Otefin.’’810 Developmental Cell 14, 810, May 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.
